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Redlands, CA. California
St. exit, I-10 Fwy.
Pre-meeting Dinner, 5:00
p.m., NEW!!!

The Sizzler
1800 So. Waterman
Ave.
San Bernardino, CA

Since 1958

Program
Update on the Murillo Observatory
+
The History of The Telescope
Dr. Leo Connolly of Cal State University, San Bernardino, will
discuss the progress of the Campus’s new Murillo Family
Observatory that is being erected for use by students and public.
In addition there will be a DVD outlining the history of the
telescope. The talk and DVD will be part of our astronomy club’s
celebration of Astronomy Day and monthly meeting.
Following the meeting there will be a public outreach outside the
museum beginning at 8:30 p.m. and ending at 10:00 p.m. A waxing
gibbous Moon and Saturn will be well placed for viewing.

After the meeting telescopes
will be set up for viewing
and members will be
available to answer
questions. Bring your
telescope to observe with us.
No telescope is too humble,
and beginners are always
made welcome!
After viewing the group will
head for Coco’s in Redlands,
Tennessee exit, I-10 Fwy.

May, 2010

This will be another wonderful opportunity
to share some of the wonders of the night
sky with the public. Be sure to bring
a telescope.
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Astronomy Day -- at Night
By Chris Clarke
The May 22 meeting will highlight “Astronomy Day”
with a speaker, a video and public telescope viewing
of the waxing gibbous moon and Saturn. Beginning at
7:00 pm, the meeting will feature Dr. Leo Connolly
from Cal State San Bernardino who will provide an
update on the progress of the Murillo Family
Observatory being built north of the campus.
The facility will house two telescopes and will be used
for both academic research and public viewing. Our
club will be involved with the public observing
programs. Pads and piers will be built outside of the
observatory for our members to set up their own
equipment.
This will be another wonderful
opportunity for the club to do public outreach,
especially in a darker sky setting.

should be dark enough to start observing. We’ll observe
‘til 10:00 and then those that want to can head on over
to Coco’s for dessert and further conversation.
We’ll be setting up our telescopes on the south end of
the museum parking lot. Any and all telescopes are
welcome. If we get good publicity, there should be
plenty of visitors, too!

Editor’s Message
By Jim Sommer
I hope you will all make it to this month’s meeting.
It will be a wonderful opportunity to introduce many
of the public to the wonders of the night sky and to
answer questions about telescopes and observing.
I won’t be able to be at this outreach because I will
be doing an outreach for charity. I volunteered to
put on an observing session as part of a fund raising
event for the Redlands Conservancy. I did one last
fall and it was well received.

Following Dr. Connolly’s presentation, a video on the
history of the telescope will be shown. By 8:30, it

Perhaps you would consider volunteering to put on a
show for charity, or the Girl Scouts or Boy Scouts.
It’s a lot of fun and you usually get cookies too.

Back to The Sizzler!
By Chris Clarke
Following last month’s tryout at Sizzler, we found that
all participating members enjoyed it very much.
Therefore, we are going back again this month. The
“meet to eat” time is the same, being 5:00 pm. The
address is 1800 S. Waterman. The restaurant is
located not far above the I10 Freeway and is on the
west side of the street. Hope to see you all there! It is

just off the I10 Freeway and is conveniently
located with regard to the County Museum.
Sizzler has much to offer (salad bar, many entrees,
etc) and it can easily accommodate our group. The
“meet to eat” time is still 5:00 pm—hope to see
you there!!

Get Ready For Grandview!
By Chris Clarke
It’s hard to believe, but by early next month we’ll be
heading back to our wonderful stargazing site up at
Grandview, up high in the White Mountains east of
Bishop. We’ll be there from Friday, June 11 to Sunday
the 13th. Hopefully, the weather will be warmer and
less cloudy than last June’s expedition—just be sure to
watch the forecast to be sure if it is worth the long
drive! Having two nights for observing doubles the
odds for having a good night’s viewing, too.
As this is a dry site, be sure to bring all the water you
may need for the weekend. Being at an altitude of 8600
feet, it can get fairly cold up there at night, so bring a
warm coat. For creature comforts, nice “outhouse”
style toilets are available and there are lots of pinion
pine trees for shade. A donation of a couple of bucks at
the open campground entry is the only “fee.” The
group sets up on the north side of the campground, not
too far from the entrance. Each campsite will hold
several vehicles and campers.
The group always has a potluck breakfast on Saturday
morning, so be sure to bring something to add to the
bounty. Saturday night’s dinner plan is “nebulous,” so
make certain that you have enough food to cover all
your main meals. Quite often, we all pitch in for pizza

and someone does a pizza run down to either Big Pine
or Bishop. Friday’s meals are up to you and Sunday’s
breakfast is often a group endeavor held down at a
restaurant in Big Pine on the way home.
Now for the viewing: the sky is usually very dark and
star-filled. Any size scope you bring will offer
unforgettable sights of these celestial delicacies! Even if
you don’t have a scope, everyone shares views through
theirs. The spring sky, full of remote galaxies will be
on display early on and a little later, our own Milky
Way will be shining overhead, revealing untold
numbers of beautiful star clusters and nebulae. Objects
like the famed “Ring” and “Lagoon” nebulae are bright
and awesome to see, while globular clusters such as
M13 and M22 look like piles of bright sugar resting on
black velvet!
To enjoy all this, just pitch a tent, make camp, and join
in. During the day, members often go for hikes, take
naps, nibble on tasty goodies and most of all, “pass the
bull” between themselves! Being at Grandview is the
ultimate deep sky escape. Leave all your cares behind
and just relax among friends under the stars.

Classified Ads
Selling some of your gear? Looking for something
new to add to your gear? Why not let your editor
know and I’ll run an ad for you for free. Just give
me your name, a brief description, condition, price
and a contact number. This way you can “keep it in
the family.”

Who knows what
bargains you might find.

Happy Birthday to the Hubble Space Telescope!
Twenty years and still going strong. The Hubble Space Telescope has changed the way we understand our
universe. It’s unprecedented views of the cosmos have filled millions with a sense of wonder in instilled an
enduring curiosity about our solar system, our galaxy and what lies beyond. Here are a few of the amazing
photos taken by the HST.
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The changing faces of Pluto

M104, The Sombrero Galaxy
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Two of the Southern Skies Finest
By Cliff Saucier
In the last newsletter, our editor mentioned the two extremely southern objects that are our favorites this time of
year. And if you haven't observed them before, you are in for a treat. But BE WARNED! No one told me! I had no
idea! But here's my tale for you newer observers. Don't say you haven't been told.
A spring night a few years ago found me out at the Owl Canyon campground with my new telescope. My first year
of observing. Everyone else went up to RTMC, but I wanted to observe, and didn't have extra money for astrogoodies right then. The night was so-so, and I had chased down some warm-up objects. It was time to search for the
new and unseen, if only to myself. Omega Centauri was touted by all the night sky guides, so I scanned the horizon
in my binoculars, as a starting point, hoping to pick out some of the stars in Centauraus. Wow! Backup! What the !
@#% is that? Large...the size of the full moon! Like a large headlight seen through the fog! I couldn't believe what I
was seeing! Of course it couldn't be resolved that night in my scope, the low position needs a pretty good sky, but
the unexpected size really got to me. Only a few times since have I been able to see it clearly, but I always look this
time of year. Considering it culminates at only 9º above the horizon for us, it's just a wonder to see it at all through
that much turbulent air. As we know, when looking at an object 30º above the horizon, we are peering through twice
as much air as looking up to the zenith. At 20º it's three times the air, and at 15º, four. How we even glimpse it
through the twisting eddies of or atmosphere at all is amazing. Oh-my-God Centauri! Don't drop your binoculars
when you spot it for the first time!
To search out this delight, look due south of Spica, mid-evening in April and May. Scanning the horizon with your
binoculars, you will pick it up from our star party site by Johnson Valley, just over the mountains. Savor the sight!
Some of the newer thought is that it may be the core of a galaxy that was cannibalized by our Milky Way.
Apparently there has been star formation in ways that are unlike a typical globular, where most of the stars are
formed at the same time.
Now, if you are lucky, and conditions allow you to resolve it in your scope, then shift your instrument about 5º north
to pick up Centaurus A, or NGC 5128. It's the fifth brightest galaxy in our sky, and like the Sombrero or good ol'
4565, the dark lanes make this a haunting beauty! This one resembles the photographs we see far more than most of
the other galaxies. It will take your breath away! Another case of galactic appetite, this one appears to be a elliptical
galaxy ingesting a spial galaxy, with the cosmic violence creating strong radio waves that we can detect. The
designation Centuris A reflects the fact that this is the strongest radio source in this constellation.
Living as far south as we do reveals a little more of the sky than mainline astronomy, which is based more in the
Northeastern part of the United States or even England. Let's revel in our good fortune and look in that part of the
sky when we can.

